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After a freak accident involving some lightning winds up zapping him dead, 15-year-old Mochizuki

Touya wakes up to find himself face-to-face with God. â€œI am afraid to say that I have made a bit

of a blunder...â€• laments the old coot. But all is not lost! God says that he can reincarnate Touya

into a world of fantasy, and as a bonus, he gets to bring his smartphone along with! So begins

Touya's adventure in a new, anachronistic pseudo-medieval world. Friends! Laughs! Tears!

Inexplicable Deus ex Machina! He sets off on a journey full of wonder as he absentmindedly travels

from place to place, following whatever goal catches his fancy. The curtains lift on an epic tale of

swords, sorcery, and smartphone apps!
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Another fun and enjoyable series by J-novel. Even though it is another isekai novel, I am a huge fan

of that genre regardless of how many get published. The only fault I have with this novel is that the

MC might be too good, so I'm hoping in future novels perhaps that is challenged. Fun characters

make this a good read even if they do fall into the normal tropes for a harem series. Don't expect



anything groundbreaking about this novel but if you just want something fun, this novel could be for

you.

Quick entertaining read. I had hoped more was done with the smartphone. In reality the MC

survives due to his OP magical abilities. All he uses the phone for is cooking recipies, google maps

and the occassional picture.

The fact that the main character is OP bothers me, but the characters and thee lighthearted nature

of the first volume somehow makes up for it and creates an enjoyable story. An anime was

announced for this series, so I recommend reading it and future volumes if you want an idea of what

will happen before the anime airs.

The book has potential but most of the characters lack personality and the main character is too OP.

The story lacks any danger. It's just living in a new world but there's no problems so it gets a little

boring. Otherwise it's a great book with lots of potential.

Guy gets taken to another world and gets crazy awesome powers. I'm into that, so I enjoyed this

book. If you're not, don't pick it up. If you are, do so. I would have preferred an enemy that could

match his strength (and there was one, and might be more) but I enjoyed it nonetheless! Thanks for

writing!

I really like this funny harem to be novel. This first volume shows hints on how good his cheat is

going to be. The story is great. If you are looking to read a chill story with some comedy this is your

book. I can't wait for volume 2 to be published/released.

i was looking for something new to read but i did not want to dive into something too serious so i

decided to take a bite out of a light novel i really hope in the future  will bring more light novels from

japan and china there are lot of amazing ones out there for every story its fun to see a every day

object put into a fantasy world and how it works with magic in different situations i laughed at some

of the spells too the monsters did not feel repetitive and the mc felt like he could grow more as an

adult rather than having a fixed personality there was a constant change in mood or settings a good

read



While this book does follow many of the normal stuff that transported/reborn in another world stories

have, the differences have made this story quite good. Can't wait to read the next book.
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